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Publishable Summary for 15SIB02 InK 2
Implementing the new kelvin 2

Overview
The global measurement system, grounded in the international system of units (the SI), is the essential
foundation for reliable measurement. Such a measurement system, is necessary for trade, manufacturing,
sustaining and improving quality of life. Indeed a reliable global measurement system is an essential
requirement for modern society to function. In the autumn of 2018 the International Committee for Weights and
Measures (the CIPM) aims to redefine the SI units in terms of fixed values of fundamental constants, with the
implementation date set for World Metrology Day May 2019. This project focuses on supporting the redefinition
of the SI unit for temperature, the kelvin.

Need
In the autumn of 2018 the CIPM will introduce the most fundamental change to the SI system ever undertaken
since its inception. The SI will, from that point on, be based on defined values of fundamental constants. This
momentous change needs to be supported with research and documentation to ensure a successful and
effective redefinition takes place. This project focuses on leading the thermometry community to a successful
redefinition of the kelvin.

Research is focused on delivering the primary thermometry results and capability needed to facilitate an
effective unit redefinition. In particular; robust T-T90 and T-T2000 data is required to provide (by the time of the
redefinition) a complete thermodynamic temperature data set for the supplementary information for the MeP-
K-19 (the CCT document that will enable the international thermometry community to implement the new
kelvin), and, in the longer term, for the potential new international temperature scale, the so called ITS202X.
The ITS202X, if required, is likely to be implemented in the late-2020s where the current temperature scales
(the International Temperature Scale of 1990 [ITS-90] and the Provisional Low Temperature Scale of 2000
[PLTS-2000]) could be replaced by a combination of the new scale and, at the temperature extremes with
practical primary thermometry.

Objectives
The overall aim of the project is to facilitate a successful transition to the new kelvin ensuring that the necessary
research is completed and necessary structures (e.g. documentation) are in place. To achieve the
requirements of the kelvin redefinition the following objectives will be met:
1. To develop the facilities and methodologies for thermodynamic temperature measurement and to

determine T-T90 in the range from ~ 430 K to ~ 1358 K using two different primary methods (acoustic and
radiometric) and with a target standard uncertainty of 5 mK.

2. To establish a robust uncertainty budget for Refractive-Index Gas Thermometry. To determine T-T90 in
the range ~5 K to ~200 K using three different methods (acoustic, refractive-index, dielectric constant)
and with a target standard uncertainty of 0.5 mK.

3. To investigate three novel thermometry methods (Doppler Broadening Thermometry, Double Wavelength
thermometry and Radiation Thermometry Traceable to Synchrotron Radiation). To establish novel
primary thermometry approaches to attain uncertainties required to probe the underlying systematic
uncertainties in T-T90.

4. To improve primary thermometers (pMFFT, CSNT, CBT) for the ultralow temperature regime (0.9 mK to
around 1 K). To resolve the PLTS-2000 background data discrepancy (6 % at lowest temperatures)
including revised T-T2000 data over the range 0.9 mK to 1 K (target standard uncertainty of 1 %).

5. To contribute to new or improved international standards. To facilitate the take up of the technology and
measurement infrastructure developed by the project by the measurement supply chain.
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Progress beyond the state of the art
Good progress in this collaborative research was made in the EMRP Joint Research Project SIB01 InK1
through developing a sophisticated interconnected research infrastructure (equipment and experts) in primary
thermometry. This project builds on the achievements of the InK1 project through extending the primary
thermometry capability into temperature areas not explored in InK1 so overcoming remaining gaps in
knowledge. InK1 performed SoA measurements in the temperature regions 1 K to 0.02 K and ~80 K to ~300 K,
and established thermodynamic temperatures for a selection of high temperature fixed points. That data along
with the information determined in InK2 will make significant input into the MeP-K-19.

In particular InK2 will: a) determine low uncertainty temperature data in areas not covered by InK 1 from 300 K
to ~1300 K and from 0.02 K to ~0.001 K b) it will resolve the 6 % discrepancy in the background data for the
PLTS-2000 at the lowest temperatures c) establish a complete low uncertainty thermodynamic temperature
data set of both T-T90 and T-T2000 for the all-important MeP-K-19 d) make available practical thermodynamic
temperature sensors in cooperation with equipment manufacturers at low temperatures below 1 K.

Results
Experimental capabilities for the measurement phase of the project have been largely established, though
refinements and developments are still in progress. Commissioning measurements and thermodynamic
temperature measurements have started in the objectives. Key results and progress are highlighted in this
section.

Development of the facilities and methodologies for thermodynamic temperature measurements and
determination of T-T90 in the range from ~ 430 K to ~ 1358 K using two different primary methods (acoustic
and radiometric) and with a target standard uncertainty of 5 mK.

The high temperature acoustic gas thermometry of both NPL and NIM is under development. In particular at
NPL the air bath furnace for the 30 °C to 700 °C temperature range, along with an associated pressure vessel
has now been commissioned. A cylindrical aluminium acoustic resonator has been constructed to allow for
commissioning of the measurement system. Measurements with the aluminium resonator have indicated some
unforeseen technical issues, especially with respect to resonator form stability, which is to be investigated
further. The design of the high temperature resonator, now to be made of stainless steel not Inconel, is
complete and manufacturing is in progress.

Primary radiometry and blackbody reference sources, both variable temperature and fixed points at lower
temperatures, have been commissioned. The NPL primary radiation thermometry facility, consisting of a new
pressure controlled heat pipe system, fixed point blackbody sources and 1600 nm primary radiation
thermometer (the NIRT3) is now in place. The potassium variable temperature heat-pipe is experiencing
stability issues and as an alternative a passive Cs based heat-pipe has been commissioned for the
measurements. CEM and IO/CSIC have now calibrated their radiation thermometer at 650 nm with
measurements of the Cu and Ag point – consistent with the ITS-90 values. Work is underway to characterise
standard radiation thermometers at longer wavelengths. Currently there are large unexplained temperature
differences between the Cs heatpipe and contact thermometers which need further investigation. LNE and
CNAM have constructed a set of blackbody fixed point cells, including 3 new Zn, 3 new Al and 3 Ag cells. The
temperature uniformity of the fixed point furnaces has been optimised to improve the plateaux. PTB are
experiencing on going delivery issues with the new double heat-pipe system. It is anticipated that this will be
in place by Q4 2018. For all these approaches, the use of InGaAs based radiometers is crucial. However it
has become clear that direct radiometric calibration of such devices is more challenging than anticipated and
a more reliable (lower uncertainty) approach seems to be extrapolation downwards in temperature from the
results obtained by silicon detector based systems.

Establishment of a robust uncertainty budget for Refractive-Index Gas Thermometry. Determination of T-T90
in the range ~5  K to ~200 K using three different methods (Dielectric constant gas thermometry, (DCGT),
refractive index gas thermometry (RIGT) and acoustic gas thermometry (AGT)) and with a target standard
uncertainty of 0.5 mK.

A report on RIGT including a full uncertainty budget was submitted and approved by CCT in May 2017, this
will now go on to be incorporated within the MeP-K-19.

At PTB the DCGT apparatus has been prepared and stability was confirmed at 0.1 mK for 3 - 4 months at each
of the measurement temperatures. Extensive measurements have now been performed at 10 K intervals for
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the temperature range between 40 K and 80 K with both Helium and Neon.  In October 2018 a new DCGT
measurement campaign will be underway in the range 100 to 200 K. INRiM has completed the realisation of a
pulse-tube cryostat and acquired the copper microwave cavity for use between 45 K and 200 K. Cooling power
and leak testing have been performed. Preliminary measurements have been performed at 25 K, 77 K and
273 K with the full measurement campaign starting by the end of October 2018.

The TIPC-CAS SP-RIGT spherical resonator and cryostat, for the temperature range 5 K to 24 K, has now
been commissioned, with very low uncertainty preliminary microwave measurements between 5 and 8 K. T-
T90 measurements are now underway. The LNE-CNAM AGT apparatus has been constructed, satisfactory
preliminary measurements were performed and a series of measurements below 77 K to 5 K are now
underway.

Investigation of three novel thermometry methods (Doppler Broadening Thermometry, Double Wavelength
thermometry and Radiation Thermometry Traceable to Synchrotron Radiation). Establishment of novel primary
thermometry approaches to attain uncertainties required to probe the underlying systematic uncertainties in T-
T90.

Doppler broadening thermometry (DBT): LNE-CNAM and UP13 have upgraded the thermostat of the gas cell.
Thermometry is now performed by calibrated Standard Platinum Resistance Thermometers, and the stability
of the gas cell has been shown to be better than 0.02 K over a few days at 360 K. The MIR spectrometer has
been upgraded. The upgrade to the SUN NIR spectrometer has been concluded. Important improvements
included the use of a frequency lock to a self-referenced optical frequency comb which has improved the
frequency stability and the optical cavity spacer is now made of Zerodur which reduces the reference oscillator
thermal drift. The gas cell has now been modified to operate between 300 K and 430 K and a measurement
campaign of gaseous water and acetylene at the Ga point has been performed. Studies into line mixing are
underway.

Double wavelength thermometry (DWT): TUBITAK has now completed the construction and testing of most of
the sub-systems of a DWT specifically for use with RTTSR (see following sub-section). In addition TUBITAK
have performed an experimental campaign using a thermometer with an interchangeable detector head -
performing measurements from ~900 K to 1800 K. LNE-CNAM is pioneering a “synthetic double wavelength
technique” which is similar to the classical approach but it has potential advantages, it uses a single instrument
which provides both broad and narrow band signals. The DWT approach has been tested at blackbody fixed
points in the range of Cu (1358 K) and Re-C (2747 K). A MATLAB code is now available for temperature
retrievals from the DWT technique. It is becoming clear that DWT has some issues with respect to reliable
implementation, for example it appears that the results are ~15x more sensitive to the signal uncertainty than
monochromatic radiation thermometry. Further studies are in progress.

Radiation Thermometry Traceable to Synchrotron Radiation (RTTSR): A four wavelength filter radiometer
(440 nm, 650 nm, 900 nm and 1550 nm) has been built and characterised at PTB. Its unique feature is that it
has one common aperture for all four radiometers. Trial measurements with the device have been undertaken
at the synchrotron storage ring of PTB (metrology light source, MLS). The transmission drift characteristics of
the supersil window in the front of the MLS have been investigated in detail as this is likely to be one of the
major uncertainty sources, another more recently discovered source, may be diffraction within the synchrotron
beam line itself. Measurements on a large aperture high temperature Re-C blackbody (constructed by VNIIOFI)
were completed in August 2018 and preliminary data analysis has been completed.

Improvement of primary thermometers (pMFFT, CSNT, CBT) for the ultralow temperature thermometry regime
(0.9 mK to around 1 K). Resolving the PLTS 2000 background data discrepancy (6 % at lowest temperatures)
including revised T-T2000 data over the range 0.9 mK to 1 K (target standard uncertainty of 1 %).

The document outlining Johnson Noise Thermometry (pMFFT & CSNT) was submitted to and approved by
CCT for inclusion in the MeP-K-19 in June 2017. The inclusion of CBT is still a matter of debate at the CCT
and its inclusion is likely to be deferred until the next revision of the MeP-K.

Intensive research continues on all three thermometry approaches, Magnetic Field Fluctuation Thermometry
(pMFFT), Coulomb Blockade Thermometry (CBT) and Current Sensing Noise Thermometry (CSNT), to
optimise sensor design for low temperature operation. A new staff worker at Aalto has provided additional
impetus to the development of the CBT, with an improved design and tests anticipated down to 12 mK. A major
redesign of pMFFT has also been undertaken to reduce the noise to facilitate a sub-1 % uncertainty with
measurements down to 0.9 mK being planned. It is anticipated that these thermometers along with the
associated SQUID sensors will be available by Dec 2018. An optimised CSNT has been constructed and is
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currently being compared in a nuclear demagnetisation cryostat. T-T2000 measurements have begun at RHUL.
There have been severe technical issues with the cryogenic equipment at PTB and because of this the
originally scheduled PTB T-T2000 measurements with pMFFT will now be performed at RHUL in Jan-Mar 2019.

Contribution to new or improved international standards. Facilitation of the take up of the technology and
measurement infrastructure developed by the project by the measurement supply chain.

The top level stakeholder is the CIPM, represented by the CCT. Many of the NMI partners of the project are
the national representatives to the CCT which will ensure that the project outcomes will be rapidly disseminated
within the RMOs and effectively incorporated within the MeP-K-19 and CCT recommendations on best
practice.

Through the technical annex of the MeP-K-19, this work will make available revised low uncertainty T-T90 and
T-T2000 data sets and put in place the background methods and data to facilitate and underpin any potential
future temperature scale. In particular, through the work of the InK2 consortium and collaborators text was
written on Refractive Index Gas Thermometry, Johnson Noise Thermometry (pMFFT and CSNT) and Coulomb
Blockade Thermometry. These were submitted to CCT in June 2017 and the former two accepted for
incorporation within the MeP-K-19. The inclusion of CBT was not approved and CCT asked for more
information demonstrating its suitability as a low uncertainty primary thermometer.

Dissemination of the outcomes of this project has been performed by:

· Written annual progress reports to the CCT, via the CCT president, were submitted in May 2017 and
April 2018. A short oral report was given to CCT at its meeting in May 2017 within the Euramet TCT
report.

· Written annual progress reports were sent in May 2017 and April 2018 to all the Thermometry
Technical Committees of the Regional Metrology Organisations (RMOs) ensuring that the global NMI
thermometry community was kept abreast of the progress of InK 2. Oral presentations were, in
addition, given to Euramet TCT in April 17 and April 2018.

· A stakeholder community made up of academics, industry and other researchers has been established
– it currently comprises 31 members.

· Engagement with the wider users has already begun. Two e-newsletters were disseminated to the
stakeholder community in Apr 17 and Jan 2018. A third will be disseminated to users shortly.  b) Two
articles have been written informing the community of the impending change to the kelvin definition
these are in “Low temperature news” (UK, Dec 2016) and “Gas world supplement” (EU, Mar 2017) c)
a number of talks were given to stakeholder communities in Italy, UK, Finland, Spain, France and
China and at the inaugural Euramet Summer School for Thermal Metrology in Sep 2018.

· Engagement with the scientific community has begun with 2 published papers and four presentations
at the Tempmeko 16 conference. There were 9 additional published scientific papers or articles. In
addition the coordinator gave an overview of the progress of the InK 2 project at the IMEKO World
Congress in Belfast in September 2018. Finally at least 5 papers relating to InK 2 have been submitted
to the major Tempmeko/Tempbeijing 2019 conference (Chengdu, June 2019).

Impact
Summary of dissemination activities

Dissemination has been through papers, talks at various meetings/conferences (UK, Finland, Italy, Spain,
France, China) and the publication of semi-popular articles in trade and special interest
magazines/newsletters. The website has been updated, a second newsletter was sent to the stakeholder
committee and a third is ready to be sent. Presentations were given in NMIs, to CCT, the conferences for e.g.
the Spanish Metrology Congress 17 (San Fernando), NEWRAD 17 (Japan), Metrologie 17 (Paris), at the
Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing (Nov 17) as well as NIM, China. In 2018, presentations were given to
French optics, spectroscopy and acoustics conferences, the IMEKO World Congress and also the European
Association of Thermology. A special session, dedicated to InK 2, will be held at the forthcoming
Tempmeko/Tempbeijing 2019 conference.
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Impact on industrial and other user communities

The main industrial impact of this project will not be felt until after the kelvin redefinition and the issue of the
MeP-K-19 in its final form in 2019.

Early impact in the lifetime of the project will be particularly in the ultra-low temperature regime. The EU is the
world’s largest supplier of cryogenic equipment, dilution refrigerators and also cryogen free ultra-low
temperature systems. It is anticipated that the practical primary low temperature thermometers will be trialled
in at least one industrial setting to demonstrate the feasibility of reliable dissemination of thermodynamic
temperature (i.e. directly linked to the new kelvin definition) at these very low temperatures without recourse
to a defined scale. The new sensors will improve the competitiveness of the EU cryogenic industry because
each low temperature fridge could come supplied with a reliable low temperature primary thermometer.

More widely industry will be impacted through the new kelvin and more direct traceability to the kelvin definition.
This will only happen post the kelvin redefinition whose implementation date is May 2019 and the realisation
and dissemination phase of the redefined kelvin becomes fully operative in the early mid-2020s.
Impact on metrology and other scientific communities

The main impact of the InK2 project will be on the whole international thermometry community through
performing the necessary research required to ensure an effective and trouble free implementation of the
kelvin redefinition in May 2019.

The main immediate beneficiary will be the CIPM as the work performed in this project will facilitate a sound
and reliable introduction of the redefinition of the kelvin. The CCT will be strongly impacted by this project, with
direct input into the MeP-K-19 through reliable low uncertainty thermodynamic temperature values, T-T90 and
T-T2000, and also through advancing the practice of a number of primary thermometry methods to the stage
where their uncertainty is low enough to allow them to be admitted into the MeP-K. Already new methods were
proposed and their incorporation into the MeP-K-19 agreed at the CCT meeting in May 2017.

This impact is assured through partners chairing and participating in key CCT working groups and task groups,
responsible for both the MeP-K-19 and also the validation of thermodynamic temperature values. A workshop
will be held at Tempbeijing 2019 to prepare the submissions of new data of T-T90 and T-T2000 to the CCT in
time for its next meeting in spring 2020.

Scientific impact will be through advancing the state of the art in primary thermometry in the partners’
laboratories. A significant number of refereed scientific papers in leading relevant journals and presentations
at appropriate workshops, symposia and conferences will be published and already 12 have been issued. Of
particular note is the special conference session to be held at the Tempmeko/Tempbeijing 2019 conference.
It is anticipated that the vast majority of the world experts in thermometry will attend that meeting and so it is
an ideal forum to report the outcomes of the InK 2 project.

Development of an EU cohort of primary thermometry experts is being greatly facilitated through this project
with 14 staff exchanges already taking place in the InK2 project with more planned, including through the
Researcher Mobility Grant mechanism.
Impact on relevant standards

This project will have great impact on the thermometry community around the world through producing
definitive technical data and documents for the CCT, via close cooperation with its working groups and task
groups. Importantly we will produce, for the MeP-K-19, a complete new thermodynamic data set over the range
0.9 mK to the Cu freezing point (1358 K), essential for the kelvin redefinition. In addition, comprehensive text,
for the MeP-K-19 has been written and supplied for, refractive index thermometry (including principles, practice
and uncertainties) and the various forms of cryogenic ultralow temperature thermometry CSNT, pMFFT and
text for CBT has also been prepared in anticipation of its incorporation into a future version of the MeP-K.

It is very important that the relevant international bodies are kept informed of the progress and outcomes of
the project. An oral progress report was given to the Euramet TC-T in April 2017, April 2018 and one is planned
for the next TC-T in Torino in April 2019. The RMO Thermometry Technical Committees were sent a written
annual progress report in May 2017, April 2018 and an additional report will be sent in May 2019. The global
NMI community will be kept up to date through reports from the InK2 coordinator to the CCT issued through
the president.
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The outcomes of InK2 will support all standards that requires reliable temperature measurement, including
humidity and moisture and related thermal quantities, by putting in place the foundational framework for reliable
thermometry, post the kelvin redefinition, throughout the world.

Longer-term economic, social and environmental impacts
The outcomes of the InK2 project will have wide ranging economic, social and environmental impact over the
next decade and beyond. This is because the project’s objective is to facilitate and provide ongoing reliable fit-
for-purpose temperature measurement which is required in all these domains.

The first impact will be through the key stakeholder the CCT (and more generally the CIPM). The research
outcomes of InK2 will support an effective introduction of the mise en pratique for the definition of the kelvin
(MeP-K-19). In addition it will provide, for any user who needs them, thermodynamic temperature values from
the defined scales through new low uncertainty values for T-T90 and T-T2000 which should be adopted at the
next CCT (mid 2020). Then in the very long term (late 2020s/2030s) this data may provide the platform for a
possible future temperature scale ITS-20XX if required. (See the Impact on metrology and other scientific
communities section above for more details).

The redefinition of the kelvin, in May 2019, will lead to a situation that was akin to that when the metre was
redefined in the 1980s. After the metre redefinition there was a rapid expansion of new optically based
dimensional measurement approaches leading to large new industries today (Renishaw for e.g.). It is very
likely that a similar thing will happen in the decades following the kelvin redefinition. NMIs will increasingly use
primary thermometry for dissemination of temperature (for e.g. by the mid-2020s this is likely to have happened
for high temperatures above 1300 K and for low temperatures below 20 K). In the longer term (2030s and
beyond) it is envisaged that there will be an increasing use of practical primary thermometry directly in industry
to facilitate “always on always traceable” temperature sensing, where traceability is built directly into the sensor
itself. These new sensing methods may give rise to new sensor manufacturers in the future.

The rise in dissemination of thermodynamic temperature by NMIs, and also the rise of practical primary
thermometry could well lead to a decreasing role for the defined scales in the 2020s, with PLTS-2000
completely superseded by primary thermometry approaches and ITS-90 dissemination increasingly curtailed
to the mid-range temperatures. Ultimately in the very long term thermodynamic temperature may be all that is
disseminated by NMIs, obviating the need for a defined scale. This would negate cost to industry because it
would avoid the introduction (and associated costs) of any future temperature scale and reduce or even
eliminate the need for sensor retrieval and recalibration.

From an environmental point of view traceability to thermodynamic temperature would be welcomed. For
example when monitoring global temperatures, corrections for changes in temperature scales have to be made
to data. Besides introducing messy step changes in the data record it is not always clear which temperature
scale was used for the measurements leading to additional uncertainties. If traceability to thermodynamic
temperature is achieved then no new temperature scale will be needed and all environmental temperatures
will then be founded on fundamental physics and no correction from a defined scale will be required in the
future – simplifying the interpretation of data sequences and reducing the contingent uncertainty. In addition
temperature monitoring of long term hazardous waste (e.g. nuclear waste) requires “fit and forget” technology
– practical primary thermometry is potentially an important solution for this currently intractable problem.

So in summary the economic and social impact of this project in the longer term will be significant through
facilitating traceability to thermodynamic temperature and practical primary thermometry. This will have
contingent industry benefits through optimising energy use and ensuring the lowest possible carbon emissions
(which is also good for the environment). In addition the rise and introduction of practical primary thermometry
will facilitate autonomous production which requires completely reliable and traceable sensors. Finally totally
new high technology sensor manufacturing industries could arise because of the development of practical
primary thermometry approaches.
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